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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS NO.RDSO/ELRS/SMI/30
1. TITLE

Cleaning of interlock contacts of EP contactors. EM contactors. change over 
switch, reverser set, master controller, tap changer, etc.

2. APPLICATION
For  silver  or  silver  tipped  interlock  contacts  on  all  types  of  electric 
locomotives  and  EMUs.  Not  applicable  to  silver  plated  or  silver  coated  

contacts.
3. OBJECT

A  number  of  cases  of  intermittent  faults  are  often  reported  on  electric 
locomotive and EMUs Investigations show that a number of such failures are 
due to poor contacts in some control circuit interlocks.  In addition to regular 
and periodical checking up of contact forces and cleaning of the contacts, it 
is essential to ensure that the cleaning methods and tools used are correct. 
Incorrect  practices  can  increase  the  number  of  failures  as  a  result  of 
`cleaning`.

4. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
i) Do not touch contact surface by hand or by any other fabric, chamois, 

leatheretc, and do not use organis solvents as left over oragnic firms 
can affect electrical contact. 

ii) Silver contact forms on its surface a low resistance oxide or sulphide 
which is brown to black in colour and should not be disturbed.

iii) In  case  of  heavy  pit  marks,  burrs,  or  dirty  contacts,  use  a  special 
contact burnishing tool (which is a fine flexible steel strip attached on 
both  sides  with fine  lines  to  serve  as  a  superfine  file)  to  clean  the 
contact surface.

iv) Fresh both contacts together and pass the burnishing file in between.
v) Clean  the  file  surface  with  a  contact  cleaning  fluid  to  clean  the 

contacts.
vi) Do not use steel wool, emery or glass paper to clean the contacts as 

small  Particles  (Which  may  remain  embedded  on  the  surface  may 
cause electrical failure.

5. PERIODICITY OF IMPLEMENTATION
During A-monthly inspections-ICs, AOH, IOH etc. 

6. AGENCY FOR IMPLEMENTAION
All locomotive and EMU sheds of the Railways.

7. DISTRIBUTION   (2 copies each)
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